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Making use of one of the many CV writing services in the market  can ensure your better position in
the job industry and can make you stand out  from other candidates. The reasons why you should
use these services are  discussed below.

Generic and Non-targeted CV.

You should never think about sending  the same generic CV to every job opportunity. If you are
applying for a dozen  of different jobs then you should adapt your CV. Your CV is not read more
than  20 seconds by the employer during the short-listing phase. So your CV should  have the
capability to impress the employer within this short time-frame. For  this reason, your CV needs to
be targeted and talk about the job position in  hand. If it contains jargon and has irrelevant
information then your CV might  see the recycle bin.

Unprofessional CV.

This is often a debated topic. No one doubts your skills at  writing but a professional CV writer has
much more up his/her sleeves than you  have. These professional writers are proficient in
understanding what the job  industry requires and what should be in your CV to compel the human
resource  department to think twice or thrice before ignoring you. These writers know about the
traditions of  trade and how to make you appeal more to the employer.

There are hundreds and thousands of CVs available on the  internet for free. You can copy any of
the formats but the truth is that those  templates are not custom made for you. Just like custom
made clothing fits  better than ready-made clothing, a custom-made CV will have more chance of 
success than a ready-made one.

How do these services work?

Most of the CV writing services use the following approach to  write your CV.

Ask for any old CVs which you have.  This serves as the basic information source about you.

Survey you through a questionnaire.  This helps to arrange the information and get a clear picture of
you. 

Inform you on the phone and discuss  the CV with you on the phone. 

Deciding the layout, graphics and the  placement of key points at emphasizing and eye-friendly
places. 

Distribute the remaining information  clearly throughout the page(s)

Many CV writing services also conduct coaching for job  interviews.

Never think of Lying in your CV.

Always  be truthful in your CV. It can be disastrous for you to lie in your CV. Many  applicants
commit this mistake in a very desperate attempt to win over the job.  Sometimes lying about the
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past experience can lead the employer to have a  background check and if he/she figures out that
you have been lying in your CV,  then you can forget about the job in that company for the
remainder of your  life. While the purpose here is to warn you and not make you uncomfortable, you 
should always avoid lying in your CV.

This can also be avoided if you decide opt for one of the many professional CV  Writing Services.
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